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Aero show lacked safety measures;
HAL did not take NoC: Fire services
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Bengaluru: Officials from the fire and emergency
services have said the organisers of Aero India
2019 had failed to take necessary precautions for
fire safety and event organiser HAL had not taken
a no-objection certificate (NoC) from the department for the.
Three hundred cars were gutted in a blaze at
the show’s parking lot on Saturday.
Sunil Agarwal, additional director general of
police (fire and emergency services), on Monday
said fire brigade officials had found that firesafety measures were lacking at the venue and
brought it to HAL’s notice in writing on February
19, a day prior to the launch of the show. But HAL
allegedly declined to receive the notice, saying it
had not taken any NOC for earlier
aero shows.
Fire officials said their notice
had identified specific places like
parking lots and temporary stalls
where safety measures were lacking. “We showed
our notice to defence minister Nirmala Sitharaman when she visited the parking lot,” a senior
officer said.
The fire and emergency services had deployed
37 fire tenders at the spot, but event organisers
did not allow them to enter the Yelahanka Air
Base and forced them to park the vehicles outside
the compound.
“As far as the role of HAL is concerned, we
clarify that the land belongs to IAF and fire services was the responsibility of the state fire department. HAL provided assistance and requisite
support in this activity, as it has done in other
areas related to Aero India 2019. HAL cannot comment on notices issued, etc,” said Gopal Sutar,
spokesperson, HAL.
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Bengaluru: According to
the weatherman’s calendar,
it is still winter in Bengaluru, but soaring mercury levels are breaking past records already.
The city on Monday recorded a maximum temperature
of 35.5°C, the highest in the
month of February in the past
decade. It is not that Bengaluru has not been there and experienced all that. In 2016 and
2017 too the mercury had touched the 35.5°C mark.
With three more days left
in the month, meteorological
department officials are expecting the highest ever daily temperature for the month
may be attained.
According to India Meteorological
Department
(IMD), the highest ever temperature for the month was
recorded in 2005 when the
mercury touched 35.9°C on
February 17.
March, April and May, officially, are the summer
months in Bengaluru. The
weatherman says the prolonged dry spell and lack of
rain in the past months is the
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SKELETAL REMAINS: Three hundred cars were gutted in a blaze at the show’s parking lot on Saturday
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Bengaluru: Two days after
300 cars were gutted by a
massive fire that spread
across a parking lot near
gate no. 5 at the Yelahanka
Air Force Station, which was
hosting Aero India 2019, only
119 vehicles owners have
identified their cars.
With most vehicles completely burnt, identification
has become difficult, while
several other owners have
not even reached out to the
authorities yet.

“Some of them are calling, but haven’t yet come to
identify their vehicles,” said
a transport department official. He added that the report on 100 vehicles — with
their chassis and engine
numbers, make and category
et al — will be ready by noon
on Tuesday, while they will
need at least 10-15 days to
complete the report on the
remaining vehicles.
The defence ministry and
Indian Air Force, who are
probing the incident, say 278
cars were fully damaged and

73 partially — 16 due to fire
and 57 due to breaking of
glass. However, the transport department maintained
277 vehicles have been damaged of which 251 were totally burnt.
“We can’t find chassis or
engine numbers in most of
the vehicle, making identification a difficult task.
Once we are able to establish these, or if the owners
are able to identify the cars,
we can prepare our report,”
said an official at the Yelahanka RTO.

Hottest Feb in 10 yrs may break
record in last leg of the month
Rohith.BR@timesgroup.com
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FEELING THE HEAT ALREADY!
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32

maximum and minimum
temperatures likely to be
around 35°C and 18°C, respectively, over the next few days.

Most parts see abovenormal temperature

Total number
of permanent
weather
monitoring
stations in
the state

22

Stations
where
maximum
temperature
was above
normal for
the month
Places that saw prominent
rise in temperature
Panambur in Dakshina
Kannada (5.4°C), Ballari
(3.9°C), Hassan (3.6°C),
Mangaluru airport, (3.4°C),
Karwar (3.1°C) in Uttara
Kannada, Kalaburagi (2.9°C)

Places with highest maximum
temperature: Ballari (40°C),
Kalaburagi (39.1°C), Koppal
(38°C), Panambur (37.8°C),
Raichur (37.5°C), Mangaluru
airport (37°C), Vijayapura
(37°C), Shivamogga (37.2°C)

reason for mercury soaring
in February. “The temperature in many places in the
state will rise further. There
are clear indications that

this summer will be harsher,” he added.
As per the IMD predictions, Bengaluru is likely to
maintain a clear sky with

Source: IMD
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According to IMD, many places in the state are witnessing rising mercury levels
above normal for the season.
According to data accessed by TOI, as many as 22 of
the 32 weather monitoring
stations maintained by the
IMD in the state have recorded above-normal maximum
temperature. Dakshina Kannada, Ballari, Hassan, Uttara Kannada and Kalaburgi
are the places where the departure from normal is more
pronounced.
A senior official from the
Meteorological
Centre,
Bengaluru, said. “What’s
important to note is that in
some places like Panambur,
the departure from normal
is more than 5°C. We have
noted that the departure
from normal is observed
mainly in the districts of
north interior Karnataka
and isolated places in south
interior Karnataka, including Bengaluru,” he added.

L-R) Meghna Pant, Anita
Nair, Kishwar Desai and
Manasi Subramaniam at
the Times LitFest in
Bengaluru which
concluded on Sunday;
(Middle) Ashwin Sanghi
(left) and Ravi Subramanian
discuss crime;

TIMES LITFEST

(Bottom L-R) Anand
Neelakantan discusses
Ramayanas; Kiran
Mazumdar-Shaw preps
for a discussion and
Ravinder Singh holds
forth on romance

Bengaluru: The muchawaited tree census to gauge the extent of green cover
in Bengaluru will begin on
March 3.
To facilitate tree counting in every ward, an app
will be launched at the census inaugural. It will assist
census officials capture a
photo of the tree, list out its
features, present status and
geo tag its location. Once
the census is completed, a
tree map of Bengaluru city
will be created, which will
come handy in monitoring
the green cover.
The app has been developed by Bruhat Bengaluru
Mahanagara Palike (BBMP)
in association with environmentalist Vijay Nishanth of
Vruksha Foundation. Vijay’s team has already done
tree mapping in select wards
of the city. “One can take a
picture of the tree and update its necessary details, including, age, species, category and health,” said Vijay.
Vijay said there is no accountability when it comes
to trees in the city. “Every time a new infrastructure project is announced, trees are
the first casualty. As permissions are sought for cutting a
small number of trees, citizens don’t get to know about
the big picture of vanishing
tree cover in the city. We hope this exercise will give a
clear picture on the status of
Bengaluru trees,” he added.
BBMP deputy conservator of forests Cholaraj said
the tree census and the app
will a go long way in keeping
close tabs on illegal tree felling. “Every day we get nearly 10 to 15 complaints about
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State to set up sandalwood board
Bengaluru: A dedicated sandalwood board will be set up in the state
for the benefit of farmers, deputy
chief minister G Parameshwara
said on Monday.
He was speaking after the inauguration of a national conference on
sandalwood, organized by the Sandalwood Society of India in collaboration with the Institute of Wood Science and Technology (IWST).
The deputy CM said two sandal-

Cabinet sits late night
to clear 78 subjects
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Bengaluru: To beat the Lok
Sabha poll model code of conduct kicking in anytime soon,
the cabinet meeting on Monday went on till late into the
night with the agenda increasing from 21subjects to 78.
Scheduled to start at
5pm, the meeting under chief minister HD Kumaraswamy started at 5.30pm but
showed no signs of ending
till 9.30pm.
According to sources, the
initial agenda had only 21
subjects, including a Rs 4,000crore project for the ambitious Jaladhare (surface drinking water for villages) and
fresh construction of tar roads for gram panchayats.
However, by 8.30pm, the
agenda continued to pile up
with 57 additional subjects requiring the cabinet’s assent.
According to sources, the
fresh agenda included elevated corridors and revised conditions placed for the suburban rail for Bengaluru.

Breakfast meetings

In a precedent set by the
Congress in the state, it’s said each of the 22 party ministers in the coalition go-

City’s tree census to
begin on March 3
Nithya.Mandyam
@timesgroup.com

STORY TELLING: (Above

ore than 48 hours
after the massive
fire broke out at the
Yelahanka Air Force
Station gutting more than
300 cars, investigators
are struggling to
ascertain the cause.
While the defence
ministry on Sunday said
it could have been an
overheated silencer, the
probe team is also
looking into other angles
including bursting of
cigarette lighters left
inside cars and explosion
of batteries (either of
cameras or phones) that
could have sparked the
fire. The investigators
have also consulted
police and the fire and
emergency department
on the matter. “It’s
always difficult to
determine the cause in
such cases. While the
silencer theory looks
most plausible, we
haven’t ruled out other
causes,” said a source.

wood knowledge parks will be set up
for farmers — one in Bagalkot and
another near Bengaluru. “The parks
will act as a one-stop shop for those
looking for information on sandalwood farming,” the deputy chief
minister said.
Sandalwood farmers from Tamil
Nadu, Orissa, Punjab, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Telangana,
Gujarat and Assam are participating in the seminar. TNN
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SC/ST demotions
reversed at meet?
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fter a discussion on the
Karnataka Extension of
Consequential
Seniority to Government
Servants Promoted on the
Basis of Reservation Act, the
cabinet reportedly decided to
reverse all SC/ST demotions
made previously. Sources
said Kumaraswamy was
forced to bow to the pressure
of Dalit ministers, including
deputy chief minister G
Parameshwara and social
welfare minister Priyank
Kharge, and reverse the
demotions of SC/ST
employees whose
promotions had been struck
down by the Supreme Court in
2016. With this decision,
hundreds of SC/ST employees
will now be reinstated in their
previous positions.

8th April - 5th May, 2019 ATTEST CENTRES ACROSS INDIA
Some reasons wh y Amity has been ranked among

the top 3% universities globally:
1,040 patents filed by faculty,
besides authoring 5,000 books
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500 students awarded upto

100% scholarship last year
--------------------100 Patents filed and 1100

EXCELLENT
PLACEMENTS
3,400+ B.Tech students
placed in 2018-19...
and counting

research papers published by

students

5- Week Study Abroad Programme
at Amity Campuses in London ,
New York and Singapore

Alumni drawin g salar y of
over Rs. 1 crore p.a.

100 student start-up ventures
launched at on-campus Incubator
-----------------'

Students selected for
hi gher studies in
Harvard , Stanford ,
LlPenn , MIT , Oxford...

(At no additional tuition fee)

vernment with JD(S) will
host a breakfast meeting for
colleagues. According to sources, after water resources
minister DK Shivakumar,
DyCM G Parameshwara
and RDPR minister Krishna Byregowda held a breakfast meeting on Monday.

--------

No. of companies that
visited campus : 976
----------------

150 Labs and 20 hi-tech
Research Centres
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For more information, you can also contact Amity Information Centres at
Belgaum: 0831-2451022 1 Mangalore: 0824.4266477 1 Mysore: 0821-4244382
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ampant concretization
has already robbed
Bengaluru of many
canopies. While relentless
civic activism has helped save
hundreds of trees from the
axe, a structured count of the
city’s green treasure has
become crucial. The
app-based census and
subsequent tree mapping can
help replenish barren
stretches through plantation
drives. BBMP officials have
already raised concerns about
funds. The Palike must ensure
the initiative doesn’t fizzle out
for want of will or money. It
should remain deeply invested
in the project in the long run.
With mercury levels soaring as
early as February, the Garden
City desperately needs its
greenery back.

trees being chopped illegally. Given the vastness of the
city, we lack enough staff to
monitor trees. We hope this
application will go a long
way in protecting the city’s
green cover,” he added.
Cholaraj, however, is
concerned about the funds
to take the project forward.
“The BBMP budget promised Rs 5 crore, but only Rs 2
crore has been approved so
far. This is really small for
the work we have to do. We
have requested the mayor to
at least increase the number
of staff,” he added.
Mayor Gangambike Mallikarjun said they had launched the beta version of the
app a few days ago in Basavanagudi ward. “We have a target to complete the census by
June so that the report can be
released on World Environment Day (June 5),” she said.
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Courses offered

ABOUT NAEMD

MASTERS DEGREE
2 Years I After Graduation

BACHELORS DEGREE
Event Management & PR
3 Y e a r s I A f t e r 10+2

PGDAME
PG Diploma in Aspects of

Media , Marketing & Events
1 Year I After G r a d u a t i o n

PGDEM
PG Diploma in Event
Management & PR
1 Y e a r I After G r a d u a t i o n

DAME

professionally, academically and ethically sound event

managers and executives , NAEMD contributes to this
burgeoning space in India.
NAEMD is the first institute in India to offer University
recognized Degree and Diploma courses in Event
Management and PR.

PRACTICAL TRAINING
On mega events like Filmfare, Femina Miss India, IPL,
TOIFA , Sunburn, Indian Idol , DID, Global Citizen, IGT,
CCL, SaReGaMaPa Lil Champ, Roadies Rising, Voice
of India , Bigg Boss , Mumbai Marathon, NH7 , Vibrant
Gujarat, Rann Utsav, Devils Circuit , Arijit Singh & A.R.
Rahman Concert , Pinkathon, VI-11 Supersonic , TTF,
AceTech, World Fest, Kabbadi World Cup, Destination
Weddings , Exhibition, Conference & Many More...

PLACEMENTS

Diploma in Aspects of
Media , Marketing & Events
1 Y e a r I After 10+2

DEM
Diploma in Event
Management & PR
1 Y e a r After 10+2

Placement Assistance with proven track record ,
Students are working with Wizcraft , FICCI, Fremantle,
Viacom 18, Times of India , Aamir Khan Films , Percept ,
CII, Adani Group, Balaji Telefilms, Clockworks , YRF
Studios , Weddingz IN , Go Bananas , Indian Wedding
Planners , 70EMG , Lagan Mandap, Zee Studio, On
Cue , Red Event , Crescent , Showmakers India, Book
Eventz , LetsCampOut, The Hyatt & Many More...
NATIO NAL ACADEMY CAMPUS

ONLY INSTITUTE RANKED

FO R BOA IN EVENT MANAG EMENT & PR

AHMEDABA
(079)400 412921 74830
6-24. Sonoodra
ON. C.Q. Read, Namosions

RANKED IN TOP 10 B-SCHOOLS
FOR NBA IN FVCIR MANAGEMENT 8 PR
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NAEMD , National Academy of Event Management &
Development , is an institute dedicated to producing
hi g hly professional individuals in the field of Event
Management. With the focused aim of creating

Event Management & PR

NAEMD IS ASIA'S FIRST S BEST
EVENT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
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